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My work gets its inspiration from the real to 
transform and reshuffle it. Walking into urban and 
rural environments is the source of my production. 

The observation of the subtle modification of the 
air, which then percolates through my reflection, 
gives me the matter of my creation. I trace into space 
signs and structures that evoke organic forms, a 
cartography of my experience of the world. These 
shapes evoke the structure of architecture and the 
structure of nature; how they are connected.

Every painting session is preceded by a warm-up 
akin to that of a dancer.  This time of preparation 
allows me to become closer with my body and 
makes my movements more fluid and spontaneous. 
The study of Chinese calligraphy has given my 
brush strokes more sensibility and delicacy as well.

Photography, paintings and drawings are media 
that allow me to translate the particularity of my 
motif. My images propose a reflection on our 
surroundings using forms that look like borders or 
maps. I instinctively play with layers of superposition, 
complex structures and the unpredictable in 
my graphic research. I am interested in the 
relationship between urbanization and the natural 
environment. My photography allows me to catch 
anodyne moments, details from daily life. 

I show representation between reality and 
imagination. The images that I exhibit play 
between shroud and palimpsest. They evoke a 
poetic universe present in our daily environment. 
My work aims to observe the interminable, which 
gives form to a world of improbable cartographies.



Borderline # 00 / 2015 /
Photography on paper /
10x15 cm

Borderline # 00 / 2015 /
Photography on paper /
10x15 cm



Located on a bridge that overhangs the 
railway lines, this display makes use of the 
idea of movement, escape, otherworldliness. 
The selection of these photographs went in 
correlation with the structure of the bridge. 
Images from foreign countries play with the 
urban landscape.
I came back to this set up this intervention 
three times, leaving a space of several 
months between each. Over time, the 
photographs disappeared progressively.
Returning to the heart of urban space allows 
my art to connect with residents of the city. 
The size of a postcard, my photos were just 
visible for pedestrians; drivers could catch a 
passing glimpse of the images without being 
able to stop. The message inscribed on the 
back of each photograph made reference to 
the image on the front, in order to reinforce 
the idea of travel and displacement.
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Bonjour Julien,
Un petit mot de Hanoï, 
où les vietnamiens sont très 
vifs. 
J’ai fait un tour de la 
ville, les scooters  et motos 
mènent le bal. L’ambiance 
est très agréable et j’adore 
me promenait dans les 
petites rues qui te plairait 
beaucoup. 
Je pense bien à toi, 

Léa

Julien  Tagile
8 avenue de la Gare
78320 La Verrière

Borderline#00 / 2015 /
Urban installation /

Photographs selected for billposting
copy on paper / 10x15 cm



Lignes urbaines & organiques # 01/ 2012 /
Photography glue packed on aluminium /
52x70 cm

I examine shapes born by 
coincidence. From this perspective, 
I erect compositions where human 
construction and naturals forms meet 
each other.
This selection of photography came 
from my travels in South America and 
South-East Asia. I invite the spectator 
to discover a way of universality facing 
the passage of the time.
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Lignes urbaines & organiques # 02 / 2013 /
Photography glue packed on aluminium /
50x70 cm



Lignes urbaines & organiques # 03 / 2009 /
Photography glue packed on aluminium /
50x70 cm



Lignes urbaines & organiques # 04 / 2012 /
Photography glue packed on aluminium /
50x70 cm



Lignes urbaines & organiques # 05 / 2013 /
Photography glue packed on aluminium /
50x70 cm



Lignes urbaines & organiques # 08/ 2009 /
Lignes urbaines & organiques # 06/ 2008 /
Lignes urbaines & organiques # 07/ 2013 /
Photography glue packed on aluminium / 50x70 cm
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Exploring construction from cracks and flaws;
Creating a landscape between urban imprints and unexpected shifts of location;

Playing with visual perturbation, photographs in eternal movements, 
Inviting people to be surprised;

Opening the gaze on imaginary mechanisms.

Performative installation to the Nuit Blanche / 2014
Papers stick on wood pannel / 

Photographs video projected on it / 
220x366 cm
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Sans titre / 2014
Chinese ink on bible paper / 21x29,7 cm

This series of graphics masterpieces play on the contrast of
Full and empty;

Rhythms and dissonance;
The organic and the structured.



Under the sky / 2015
Chinese ink on bamboo paper / 56x76 cm
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Marine cemetery / 2015
Chinese ink on bamboo paper / 56x76 cm

Sea lion / 2015
Chinese ink on bamboo paper / 56x76 cm

Black fich / 2015
Chinese ink on bamboo paper / 56x76 cm



Big girl / 2015
Chinese ink on corean paper / 40x56 cm
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Into the cloud / 2015
Chinese ink on corean paper / 40x56 cm

Little girl / 2015
Chinese ink on corean paper / 40x56 cm

In the air / 2015
Chinese ink on corean paper / 40x56 cm



View of the exhibition 
Carte Blanche/ 2015
Série Mouvance & Rythms



Skull / 2015
Pigments on paper /
55x65 cm

Insects / 2015
Pigments on paper /
70x105 cm 

Right 
Walking / 2015
Pigments on paper / 
55x65 cm
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Duel / 2015
Pigments on corean paper / 140x140 cm

Sans titre / 2015
Chinese ink and pigments on asiatic paper / 120x120 cm

 Asiatic papers are very light and resistant. They offer a high reactivity to water and folding. 
To obtain forms that oscillate between my gesture and spontaneous reaction, I use monotype technique with a high 

quantity of water. Water allows a great propagation of pigments to stimulate unpredictable forms.
These forms contrast with the folding lines, which evoke maps.
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Usine C.P.C.U. n°2 / 2012 /
Oil and pastel on canvas / 
191x205 cm



Sensitive to the industrial wasteland, metalic overlap, I 
interpreted the movement of the city, the machines’ vibrations, 
the decrepit walls cracked like urban scars, the town which 
appears and disappears, which constructs and destroys itself... 
A repertory of images is created by this experience, which will 
act as raw materiel for my pictorial compositions.
Between the interplay of colours and lines of force, my paintings 
play on chromatic and graphic accumulation. My drawings 
overlap on the canvas, interlace, superimpose upon one 
another. The Basquiat exhibition last autumn in Paris helped 
me free my hand movements through the use of pastel directly 
on canvas. This medium allows me to place a strong, affirmative 
line, assuring the spontaneity of my drawings. The graphic 
framework, almost unreal, is rendered dynamic by a vibrant 
and luminous palette. The colour balances these profusions of 
lines, each bringing its own impression of depth. The ensemble 
gives birth to palimpsests of line and colour.

Usine C.P.C.U. n°3 / 2012 /
Oil and pastel on canvas / 
140x186 cm

Sans titre / 2011
Felt pen on paper / 
21x29,7 cm



Usine C.P.C.U. n°4 / 2012                                        
Oil and pastel on canvas /
199x202 cm

Sans Titre / 2011 /
Felt pen on paper /
21x29,7 cm
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Porte des Poissonniers / 2010
Oil and pastel on canvas / 
90x150 cm

Rue Sainte-Marthe & rue R.J. Moinon / 2010
Oil and pastel on canvas /
90x150 cm



Secteur rue Cardinet / 2010
Oil and pastel on canvas / 
90x140 cm



Promenade Signoret / 2011
Oil and pastel on canvas /
90x140 cm


